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Better homes and gardens bookcase

Visit the help section or contact us ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. BHG Shop Furniture Living Room Accent Furniture Bookcase Sophisticated Show More BHG Shop Furniture Home Office Bookshelves Refine Show More Show More Image not available Color: Here's how step 1 buy the required number of flatpack bookcase units to
measure and suit your wall. You don't need an exact fit, but aim for 16mm space between 70 mm from each unit and walls to get the same look. Don't fret, the gaps will be packed out later and hidden with well covered strap! Step 2 Unpack the bookcase, separate the MDF banking. If bookcases don't come with support, you can cut them
from 3mm MDF. Paint banking blue and allow to dry. Step 3 Assemble bookcase units following product instructions. For added strength, it is a good idea to join the glue as well as use the mechanism provided. When all units are assembled, using the fixing provided, suffix the MDF support panels for bookcases. Step 4 Each bookcase
requires a base to sit, so that they can be level and preserved. Measure the distance from wall to wall, inside skirting, and cut the length of the 70 x 45mm treated pine to suit. Using the depth of the bookcase as a guide, keep the length of the pine treated in position, sit flush in front of the bookcase with 1 and 1 hard against the skirting of
the back wall. Step 5 measure and cut 15mm plywood to attach the base, allowing for overlap of skirting so that it sits flush with walls on all 3 sides. Use nail gun to fix the situation. Based on step 6 position bookcase. The material width of the vertical is 16mm, as we will use 90 x 19mm pine dar to attach the sides, the front left and right
bookcases from the walls will be 70mm position. Then evenly spread the remaining gaps, here 16 mm. In phase 7 pack gap position between 2 bookcases with wooden offcuts, gluing and clamping. To secure the units for packing from each side, predrill and drive in the screws through the existing shelf hole. Repeat for each bookcase.
Step 8 Pack the space between each end bookcase unit and wall with wooden offcuts and drive a screw through existing shelf holes in packing to keep them in place. Step 9 To attach the sides, cut the length of the pine dar to suit. They need to sit 90mm shy of the top of the bookcase to complete for the crown. Cut down a notch to suit
the shape of skirting. Give each a coat of white aquinmel. Let dry. Fix the packers, flush in front of the bookcase, use the nail gun. Step 10 measures and cuts the length of colonial molding for butt against the new cut sides and act as a skirting. Finish in undercoat and white aquanamel. Give. With decorative face, fix the position using nail
gun. Step 11 measure and cut the cover strap to attach the gap between bookcases. The cover strap also needs to sit 90mm shy of the top to complete for the crown. It will sit on top of skirting downwards. Will sit. And finish in white aquanamel. Allow to dry and fix in position using a nail gun. Step 12 The crown, which decorates the top of
the bookcase, is made up of 3 components. Start by measuring the distance from wall to wall and cutting the length of pine dar, colonial molding and ovolo molding to suit measurements. Step 13 Put colonial molding on the working bench, decorative face up. Measure in 60mm from the rear edge and mark a line along the length. Sit flush
on the line, out decorative face, apply glue and suffix into position using nail gun. Step 14 Catch the pine dar hard against the Ovolo molding, perpendicular to colonial molding. Apply glue, then suffix with ovolo molding using nail gun. You'll be left with an 11mm lip behind pine dar and colonial molding. Step 15 Finish in the undercoat
crown and white aquanamel. Let dry. Step 16 Does anyone help to hold the crown in your position, relaxing the 11mm lip at the top of the bookcase. Press Pine Dar's face is hard against bookcases and suffixes into a position using a nail gun. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
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